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Trying to Figure Out the Right Shoe for Your
Dress? We've Got You Covered

How to choose the perfect shoes for every wedding dress silhouette.

Updated Oct 04, 2022

No outfit is complete without the perfect pair of shoes—and your wedding day look is no

exception. So how do you choose the best bridal shoe for you? Well, it starts with finding the

right dress. That's why we've broken down the elements of the most common wedding dress

silhouettes and matched them with the perfect shoe from Nine West's bridal collection. Pro tip:

Always shop at the end of the day, when your feet are swollen from activity, and allow enough

time to break your shoes in before the wedding.

Dress: Maggie Sottero, Yasmin

Silhouette: A-Line or Ball Gown

One of the most classic silhouettes, ball gowns are known for fitted bodices that cinch the waist

and wide, voluminous skirts (think: lots of tulle, ruffles and crinoline). A similarly timeless bridal

design is the A-line, fitted at the waist with a flared floor-length skirt that creates a natural "A"

shape.

Pair It With: Yazmin Ankle Strap Dress Sandals

Though A-line and ball gown skirts may conceal your heels at first glance, guests will be sure to

catch a glimpse of sparkle as you walk—or twirl—down the aisle in these strappy, bejeweled

sandals.

Dress: Rebecca Ingram, Hattie

Silhouette: Mermaid or Fit-and-Flare

The sultry silhouette of the mermaid dress is characterized by a fitted bust, waist and hip with a

skirt that dramatically flares out at the knee, creating a mermaid tail effect. Though similar to

the mermaid, the fit-and-flare features a "hug and release" bodice for a contoured look from

bust to hips, and a looser fit from the hips down.

Pair It With: Marry Bow Heeled Sandals

A strappy satin heel pairs perfectly with fitted-to-flared designs, giving you height that adds

movement to the train and support thanks to the crisscross ankle strap. We also love the

delicate rhinestone bow across the toe strap that peeks out as you walk.

Dress: Savannah Miller, Wren

Silhouette: Sheath or Slip

Typically made of satin or silk, the slip dress is meant to loosely graze the body, without the bells

and whistles of bustles, crinoline and corsets—perfect for the minimalist bride. Sheath dresses

offer another modern silhouette, with a curve-skimming bodice and a skirt that falls straight to

the floor.

Pair It With: Kelsie Ankle Wrap Heeled Sandals

Complement a sleek sheath or slip dress with an eye-catching yet sophisticated shoe. The

sculpted heel and fabric ankle wrap will add an extra feminine touch to your look, plus a thicker

heel is perfect for outdoor celebrations, like backyard or garden ceremonies.

Set: Sachin & Babi, Darcy top/Leighton skirt

Silhouette: Separates

For a nontraditional but polished look, separates are the perfect option. The two-piece design

typically features a top and skirt set designed to be worn together to create a modern bridal

ensemble.

Pair It With: Pruce Ankle Strap Block Heel Sandals

A sweet and simple shoe silhouette is the perfect match for your contemporary two-piece look.

This sandal's adjustable ankle strap and mid-height block heel offer comfort, while the pearl

glitter design adds a touch of elegance.

Jumpsuit: Jasmine Couture, Kinsley

Silhouette: Jumpsuit or Pantsuit

Functional and chic, the one-piece trouser silhouette of the jumpsuit is a modern alternative to

a formal gown. Similarly, a pantsuit entails a two-piece set consisting of full-length pants and a

coordinating jacket for an even more tailored look.

Pair It With: Milano Heeled Sandals

Stilettos only add to the "legs for days" look you get with a jumpsuit or pantsuit. These have a

nearly four-inch heel, plus flirty feather detailing along the toe for a fun and unexpected touch.

Dress: Allison Webb, Baxter

Silhouette: Short or Midi

For a vintage vibe, consider the effortless silhouette of a midi (aka tea-length) dress, which

showcases a skirt that falls anywhere below the knee and above the ankle. Or for more casual

ceremonies or a second look for your reception, an LWD (little white dress) that falls above the

knee is fresh, fun and modern.

Pair It With: Lavern Strappy Heeled Sandals

One of the perks of a shorter dress is the opportunity to show off your wedding shoes. Go full

glam with these stiletto sandals featuring double rows of rhinestones snaking around the ankle.

These blinged out heels are sure to add some extra sparkle to your step.

Dress: Ines Di Santo, Zana

Honorable Mention: Lala Slip On Sneakers

Whether you're looking for an ultra-comfortable shoe change for your after-party or a flat

alternative for a rustic ceremony where heels aren't an option, the Lala slip-on sneaker is the

answer. Trust us, you won't be sorry you have these jeweled sneaks on hand when it's time to hit

the dance floor—and you won't have to choose between comfort and style!

Feeling inspired? Shop the rest of Nine West's bridal collection to find your perfect match.

by Sarah Fine
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